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Software Process Simulation Modeling
SPSM
A B S T R A C T
Changes and continuous progress in logistics and productive systems make the realization of improvements in
decision making necessary. Simulation is a good support tool for this type of decisions because it allows re-
producing processes virtually to study their behavior, to analyze the impact of possible changes or to compare
different design alternatives without the high cost of scale experiments. Although process simulation is usually
focused on industrial processes, over the last two decades, new proposals have emerged to bring simulation
techniques into software engineering. This paper describes a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) which returned
8070 papers (published from 2013 to 2019) by a systematic search in 4 digital libraries. After conducting this
SLR, 36 Software Process Simulation Modeling (SPSM) works were selected as primary studies and were
documented following a specific characterization scheme. This scheme allows characterizing each proposal
according to the paradigm used and its technology base as well as its future line of work. Our purpose is to
identify trends and directions for future research on SPSM after identifying and studying which proposals in this
topic have been defined and the relationships and dependencies between these proposals in the last five years.
After finishing this review, it is possible to conclude that SPSM continues to be a topic that is very much
addressed by the scientific community, but each contribution has been proposed with particular goals. This
review also concludes that Agent-Based Simulation and System Dynamics paradigm is increasing and decreasing,
respectively, its trend among SPSM proposals in the last five years. Regarding Discrete-Event Simulation para-
digm, it seems that it is strengthening its position among research community in recent years to design new
approaches.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the application of process engineering principles to
different environments as a basis for increasing the quality and ex-
cellence in organizations is worldwide accepted. In this sense, general
reference standards [1], international project management guidelines
[2,3] and reference standards in the Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) context [4,5] promote that formal process manage-
ment allows improving effectiveness and efficiency. This enhancement
allows reducing costs, improving quality, and increasing the pro-
ductivity and competitiveness of any organization.
This approach is well known as Business Process Management
(BPM) [6], and its application can provide many advantages (e.g. faster
time-to-market, higher productivity and efficiency, better product
quality and reduced product cost, among others) [7]. BPM can be and
has been successfully applied to different companies and software or-
ganizations are not an exception.
However, some difficulties in the software engineering context have
been identified. For instance, Canfora compares Software Processes
(SPs) with industrial processes [8]. This author identifies a set of fea-
tures of SPs (e.g., SPs frequently evolve incorporating new lifecycles,
SPs are complex and strongly influenced by unpredictable circum-
stances such as human work, SPs often need integration between fra-
meworks and different technologies, etc.) and argue that BPM is usually
applied by software companies to formally model their processes using
formal notations. However, other aspects of BPM, such as the auto-
mation of SPs, are not usually approached because many software
companies consider that these aspects include highly-complex tasks
which could not be effectively automated with reduced costs [9]. In this
context, the lack of automation of the process implies that each
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involved human role or work team perform the process execution
manually and/or unilaterally [8]. This situation causes that monitoring,
user-oriented execution, maintenance, and measurement of SPs could
become difficult and expensive tasks.
Considering this complex scenario, it should be very interesting to
check software process models and predict their behavior in different
situations to reduce the risk of their deployments (into production en-
vironments) and subsequent costs as much as possible. Although dif-
ferent approaches exist to deal with complex processes [10], even
pursuing multiple objectives beyond risk [11], using simulation tech-
niques on processes is one of the well-known techniques to achieve that
[12].
Simulation techniques help to understand and analyze processes for
strategic management process improvement, forecasting or prediction,
among others. The ultimate goal is being able of quantitatively estimate
the impact of process design on its own performance. This research
challenge has been traditionally addressed under the topic named
Software Process Simulation Modeling (SPSM). This concept is origin-
ally introduced by Tarek Abdel-Hamid and Stuart Madnick who sum-
marized their approach in their seminal book [13]. One of the most
important factors to succeed in applying SPSM is to define a rigorous
model that reliably represents the real system being modeled. For this
reason, SPSM has been frequently perceived by companies as an “ad-
ditional” cost to software projects slowing its wide adoption in the
software business world. However, the number of publications related
to this topic has been growing exponentially since [13], because si-
mulation helps assess solutions to real situations in a virtual world,
giving the opportunity to know the consequences within a risk-free
environment.
As mentioned before, SPSM is a topic that has been studied by the
community since 1980. In fact, over the last decades, multiple con-
tributions have emerged in the research literature on SPSM and each of
them has its own particular proposal. There are different reviews and
surveys on SPSM [14–22], but it has not been possible to find current
and formal reviews that provide a complete view on SPSM of the last
five years. In addition, previous reviews do not categorize SPSM pro-
posals under study according to their nature or Knowledge Area (KAs)
within the field of Software Engineering (SE).
This paper aims to fill this gap by performing a systematic review to
identify trends and directions for future research on SPSM after
studying which proposals in this topic have been defined and the re-
lationships and dependencies between these proposals in the last five
years. Therefore, this Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) contributes
in four ways to ongoing research in the field of SPSM: (i) showing and
reviewing the most widely common SPS paradigms that have been used
from 2013 to 2019, as well as the methods or techniques that assist the
SPSM; (ii) summarizing which purposes that have been addressed by
SPSM; (iii) creating a paradigm-based taxonomy to classify software
simulation proposals; and (iv) offering trends for future research. All
these aspects will be addressed in this paper following meticulously
Kitchenham's method [23], as it is described in the following sections.
Finally, this paper is structured as follows. Related works are briefly
described in Section 2. Later, Section 3 and Section 4 describe the
method used for the systematic review and its planning, respectively.
Once decided how the SLR is going to be performed, the review pro-
tocol whose results are presented in Section 5 was conducted. Section 6
offer analysis and discussions on these results and Section 7 presents
conclusions, open issues and future works.
2. Related works
Software process simulation is an active research topic over the last
decades. This research topic was mentioned for the first time at 1998 in
«International Workshop on Software Process Simulation Modeling»
(ProSim workshop). These authors describe their conclusions of «why,
what and how» software process has to be simulated in [20], where
they also presented an overview of SPSM to identify the goals and
scopes of simulation on software processes. Guidance in choosing an
appropriate modeling proposal are also provided in.
During the years, several SLRs and reviews about SPSM have been
published in the scientific literature. Their results and conclusions are
briefly presented below.
Liu et al. [21] perform a Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) of
management proposals based on SPSM to evaluate risks of software
processes. These authors present mainly the scope of the proposals
under study and what tools have been used in primary studies. How-
ever, this work does not present information about all the steps of their
SMS. For example, authors do not provide information on quality cri-
teria during the selection of primary studies.
Zhang et al. [14] discuss the evolution of SPSM research from 1998
to 2007. This paper evaluates approximately 200 papers related to
SPSM in order to identify their scopes, used paradigm, application
domains, and relevant research challenges and needs. After performing
this evaluation, authors summarize their conclusions as follows: (i)
many papers are emerged to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
SPSM proposals; (ii) hybrid models are beginning to be used as para-
digm in process simulation models because this paradigm allows suc-
cessfully modeling the complexity of software processes; (iii) the
paradigm most widely used is System Dynamics (SD) with 49% of the
works using such paradigm, followed by the Discrete-event Simulation
(DES) one, used in 31% of the studies.
Zhang et al. [15,16] extend their previous paper [14] to suggest the
trends in SPSM (from 1998 to 2007). These ones are mainly: (i) SD and
DES are the main used paradigms; (ii) most of new proposals improve
the simulation research at the process level, which is the one that has
been attracting more simulation research; and (iii) hybrid modeling (by
combining SD and DES paradigms in a single simulation model) con-
tinues to be the most used simulation approach. Some years later,
Zhang et al. [17] present a new extension of their previous paper [14].
The main difference is the inclusion of more data sources in their search
strategy of the SLR, but they do not introduce new conclusions.
Moreover, Chao et al. present a SLR [18] which is focused on papers
published between 2008 and 2012, and it reuses the same research
questions and search strategy that previous reviews such as [14–17].
The authors conclude that the volume of new SPSM studies published
regarding the review presented in [14] is neither relevant nor sig-
nificant. For instance, SD and DES paradigms still being the most fre-
quently used. In addition, hybrid modeling continues to be the main
trend, because this paradigm allows capturing complex real-world
features of the software processes.
A characterization scheme to classify Software Process Simulation
Models is the object of study of [19]. This scheme incorporates features
such as model verification procedures, type, data structure, output
techniques and results of simulation. This paper differs of previous ones
[19] because authors pay a much closer attention to the validation and
verification of simulation models.
In [22], Ali et al. identify and evaluate the empirical evidence on the
utility of Software Process Simulation (SPS) techniques when these ones
are used in real industrial environments. The authors justify the im-
portance of carrying out this review on the contradictory statements in
the scientific literature about the usefulness of simulating software
processes, and its practice in real environment. Simulation modeling
techniques could be very useful techniques in software contexts, it is
not often applied in the industrial yet. In addition, this review identifies
the current trends in the area. Many papers describe proof-of-concept
about process estimation or improvement, among other aspects, but
these papers do not establish quality criteria in their evaluations. In
addition, most of these papers do not provide objective evidence. In this
context, the authors conclude that it is necessary to provide reports of
objective studies of process simulation using formal experimentation
techniques and methodologies.
Janssen et al. analyze advantages and disadvantages of several
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process simulation tools [24]. The evaluated characteristics are related
to process modeling, simulation technique, and analysis of results.
Finally, in this context and once the most relevant related works
have been identified, we have identified two main research gaps: (i)
lack of methodological rigor when the review is carried out because
information on quality criteria, search protocol, etc., it is not provided
in some reviews (this situation makes reproducibility of the study dif-
ficult); (ii) seniority of existing reviews (the most recent systematic
review analyzes SPMS proposals that are published between 2008 and
2012). Both aspects are solved our systematic review. As we mentioned
above, our SLR contributes in four ways: (i) showing and reviewing the
most widely common SPS paradigms that have been used from 2013 to
2019 following meticulously the Kitchenham's method; (ii) summar-
izing which purposes that have been addressed by SPSM; (iii) creating a
paradigm-based taxonomy; and (iv) offering trends for future research.
3. Review method
As mentioned above, we have followed Kitchenham's methodology
[25] (which has been successfully applied in the software engineering
context nuestra) to carry out our SLR. This methodology was updated
over the years thanks to the fact that some authors have argued against
it and/or presented improvements to Kitchenham's method. These as-
pects are mentioned below.
In [26], authors conclude the total number of systematic reviews
has significantly increased over last decade. However, the Kitchenham's
method presented in [25] cannot be considered relevant in software
engineering because it does not often provide guidelines for profes-
sionals to measure the quality of primary studies. Other authors offer
conclusions in this sense, such as Da Silva et al. [27]. These authors also
mention that many SLR does not often asses the quality of primary
studies, which could reduce the possible impact of these reviews.
Other weaknesses of Kitchenham's method are published in [23].
These criticisms are focused on the search strategy because it is a cru-
cial task to successfully perform systematic reviews. Zhang et al. con-
clude that the probability of occurrence of mistakes is high in this task,
so this one should be adequately and carefully planned and carried out.
Zhang's paper aims to mainly improve the search strategy of Kitch-
enham's method presented in [28]. For this purpose, the authors define
the «quasi-gold standard (QGS)» and «quasi-sensitivity» concepts in the
search strategy. The first one means that papers under study should be
known, and the second one means that it is important and convenient to
evaluate the performance of the search strategy to carry out improve-
ments on it. In 2013, Zhang et al. publish other paper where they
highlight the importance of conducting literature reviews using sys-
tematic methods [29].
Zhang et al. consider especially relevant this aspect from the em-
pirical view, because it is important to balance the necessary effort and
the rigorous application of the systematic method. In this context, the
«snowballing» concept is presented by Wohlin et al. [30] to extend the
search strategy. Wohlin et al. propose to analyze the references, cita-
tions, related works, etc., of each primary study obtained after applying
Kitchenham's method. Those references related to the research subject
under study, should be included and considered in the systematic re-
view.
After receiving these criticisms and aspects of improvement,
Kitchenham et al. analyze these comments and publish an update of
their method with several conclusions [25]. The authors conclude that
the construction of search queries from structured questions is a non-
relevant aspect. However, they consider it is interesting to include the
QGS concept in their method. QGS limits manual search to set up search
queries and improve the evaluation of the search strategy. In addition,
it is possible to improve inclusion and exclusion criteria using textual
analysis tools. These tools could also allow the definition of more exact
search queries. Anyway, the evaluation of the search queries have to be
carried out in a thorough and rigorous way to guarantee that the sys-
tematic search is reproducible. Finally, the authors admit that, at pre-
sent, there is still an important gap related to the evaluation of quality
in studies that use empirical methods. This aspect is being addressed as
future work by these authors.
Considering this context, this paper follows the last method pre-
sented by Kitchenham and described in [25]. Three phases are de-
scribed in this method to perform a systematic review: (i) planning,
which confirms the necessity of the research, defines the review pro-
tocol, research questions (the most important activity) and decides how
researchers should carry out the review; (ii) conducting, which executes
the defined protocol previously; and (iii) reporting, which presents and
discuss results. Fig. 1 shows these phases and their tasks along the time.
Next sections describe in detail how each phase to achieve the research
goal that this paper presents have been conducted.
4. Planning
Next sections describe in detail the planning process that has been
Fig. 1. Methodological review process and tasks.
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carried out in this SLR. During this process, it has been identified the
need for performing this review, the research questions have been
formulated, and the review protocol has been defined and validated.
4.1. Identifying the necessity of the review
Software process simulation appeared in the early 1980s and it has
been growing from then on. This means it is not a new necessity. Since
SPSM helps companies anticipate the effects of their decision-making
within a risk-free environment, it has become an important tool to
avoid risks and prevent the unnecessary waste of resources and budget.
The SPSM problem have been evaluated to identify the need for this
review. The existing literature reviews about frameworks, methodolo-
gies or techniques on SPSM have been considered, but it has not been
possible to find recent reviews related to this domain, so it could be
relevant to update the information related to SPSM because it has be-
come really important for the software industry. In this context, this
study has been conducted with various purposes or objectives.
The main objective of our SLR is to identify recent SPSM approaches
and challenges to be achieved in the future. In addition, our SLR
identifies the nature (that is, application in the industry, an academic
prototype, etc.) of each SPSM approach, as well as the Knowledge Areas
(Kas) within Software Engineering (SE) area where each SPSM ap-
proach is framed. For this purpose, ISO/IEC 19759:2015 [31] was
considered because this standard groups the SoftWare Engineering
BOdy of Knowledge (SWEBOK). In addition, this standard establishes
the subset of KAs internationally accepted by software engineers.
4.2. Formulating research questions
In recent years, different proposals have been published to find the
best way to model the software process simulations and represent the
appropriate parameters in these simulations. Consideration of Research
Questions (RQ) is appropriate to clearly focus our research and improve
the understanding of SPSM proposals under study. In this context, the
general RQ that guide this review is: «What is the current state-of-the-art
of proposals for the modeling of software process simulation?». To answer
this general research question, we ask several more specific questions.
Table 1 presents the RQs proposed together with their motivations.
4.3. Defining the review protocol
After identifying the background of the SPSM and formulating the
RQs, it is necessary to define the review protocol of this review. This
protocol contains information on search and data extraction strategies,
criteria for selection of studies and measurement of their quality, data
synthesis, and dissemination strategy.
4.3.1. Search strategy
This section aims to describe the followed procedure to find the
most relevant studies related to SPSM. This strategy is going to be fo-
cused on the search of journal articles and conference papers into dif-
ferent digital research libraries. In addition, we have considered a
search strategy in two different stages.
On the one hand, we select keywords for the search in the pre-
search phase to confirm that most of the keywords are included into
each research paper under study. In this context, the use of appropriate
keywords is relevant for the quality of results. Table 2 shows the list of
keywords. General terms and synonyms were used to guarantee that
majority of papers will be included.
On the other hand, once the pre-search phase was defined, the
systematic searches were carried out in different scientific databases
using combinations of keywords. Eq. (1) formalizes mathematically the
boolean expression of keywords (Table 2) that was used in the searches.
= = = =E A B C(V ) (V ) (V )i i j j k k1 14 13 14
Eq. (1). Boolean expression of keywords
Regarding databases, the criteria presented by Ngai et al. [32] was
considered. Authors propose as relevant scientific databases: Web of
Knowledge, ACM Library, ABI/INFORM Database, Business Source
Premier, Emerald Full text, IEEE Xplore, Academic Search Premier,
Science Direct, Springer Link Journals, World Scientific Net, and Sci-
enceDirect. However, after finishing the preliminary searches on these
databases, it was detected that many papers returned by some data-
bases are papers already found in other ones, so they did not add new
value. Considering this, finally, it was decided to use the following
databases to carry out the systematic review: ACM Library, IEEE Xplore
Library ScienceDirect, and Springer Link. The management of refer-
ences is done using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and the tool Jabref
[33]. Both tools help to manage the papers under study and carry out
the systematic search properly.
Moreover, it was applied the search expression shown in Eq. (1) in
each scientific database. The application of this equation is performed
on title–abstract–keyword metadata of each paper. Eq. (2) formalizes





RQ1. What are the objectives and motivations studied in the SPSM proposals
that have been published over the last five years?
The motivation of this RQ is to: (1) find the proposals that have been researched and published
in the SPSM topic in last five years; (2) identify their objectives and motivations.
RQ2. What have been the most used simulation paradigms (or combination of
paradigms) to define SPSM proposals over the last 5 years?
This RQ aims to identify the most popular simulation paradigms applied by researchers. In
addition, the answer to this question allows establishing trends on the most used paradigms.
RQ3. What decisions does the simulation model help to make? The motivation of this RQ is to determine what are the approaches that simulation helps to
decide (decision-making).
RQ4. What is the KA of SE where each SPSM proposal is framed? What is its
nature of each proposal?
This RQ aims to know what is the KA within SE where each SPSM approach is framed. We
consider the areas included in SWEBOK to know this feature.a This RQ also aims identify the
nature of each proposal.b
RQ5. What scientific validation methods have been applied in different
proposals?
The motivation of this RQ is to identify the empirical validation method that has been used by
the different primary studies.
a SWEBOK includes 15 KAs within SE: Software requirements, Software design, Software construction, Software testing, Software maintenance, Software con-
figuration management, Software engineering management, Software engineering process, Software engineering models and methods, Software quality, Software
engineering professional practice, Software engineering economics, Computing foundations, Mathematical foundations, and Engineering foundations.
b The following natures have been considered: Application in Industry (AI), Academic Prototype (AP) or Theoretical Model (TM).
Table 2
Keywords giving main terms.
A B C
A1. Software process B1. Simulation C1. Model
A2. Software project B2. Simulate C2. Modeling
A3. Software product C3. Metamodel
A4. Software development C4. Language
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Eq. (2). Boolean expression on metadata of a paper
However, it is important to mention that each database has its own
syntax to represent custom searches (based on logical expressions) on
metadata of each paper. In addition, each database also has limitations
on the number of logical clauses that can be applied in the same search.
For this reason, the application of Eq. (2) has been divided into several
queries.
Table 3 presents each search query that we have executed in all
databases mentioned previously. For example, three queries in IEEE
Xplore were executed, because the advanced search engine of this di-
gital library does not allow indicating search expressions with more
than 15 search terms. Regarding Springer Link, although this digital
library allows executing the complete search query, it is not possible to
export the results later because of limitations of this database. For this
reason, the main query was divided into four secondary queries.
Moreover, it is relevant to mention that an important number of
search queries were executed on each database and it was necessary to
adapt each query to filters offered by each database. In addition, it was
considered to apply other filters criteria (e.g., year of publication, sci-
entific area, specific topic, etc.).
Finally, the systematic search was complemented applying the
«snowball» technique [30], which proposes to expand the search pro-
cess considering the reference lists of each paper under study as well as
the citations of these papers. Section 5.1 describes in detail the ex-
ecution of our search strategy and presents results of «snowball» tech-
nique.
4.3.2. Strategy for the selection of primary studies
The selection process of studies aims to define how relevant papers
are identified, analyzed and considered in the review according to the
objectives of our SLR. This process has been executed by two re-
searchers: a senior researcher, who is the leader of the systematic re-
view, and a junior researcher. Table 4 summarizes each phase that has
been carried out in selection process of papers under study.
The first phase (P1) aims to automatically execute all search queries
(Table 3) on each scientific database. Once this result is obtained, the
first filter is applied in the second phase (P2). Specifically, this filter is
based on excluding primary studies considering its online publication
date (see Table 5). Also, the power of some scientific databases was
harnessed to filter by research disciplines and kind of publication.
Specifically, it was selected (when possible) «Computer Science»,
«Engineering and «Business and Management» disciplines because these
group research areas that are appropriate for this review. In addition, it
was filtered by «Software Engineering», «Management of Computing
and Information Systems», «Simulation and Modeling», «IT in Business»
and «Information Systems Applications» subdisciplines (in each dis-
cipline) into SpringerLink database and kind of publication (research
articles, and book chapters) in ScienceDirect. These first phases are
executed by the leading researcher of this paper.
After filtering for publication date, the two senior researchers ana-
lyzed each primary study to exclude the ones that were not related to
the topic of this review. During this exclusion phase (P3), each re-
searcher analyzed and considered the title, keywords and abstract of
each initial primary study. However, some doubts may appear during
the third phase of the selection method. For this reason, two face-to-
face meetings between researchers were included in the study selection.
These meetings allowed the researchers to jointly discuss and agree on
those studies that were relevant to the systematic review. These face-to-
face meetings allow us to minimize the bias of each researcher.
On the one hand, the first meeting (P4) received as input the result
of third phase and its objective was to jointly select the semifinal pri-
mary studies. In addition, sometimes it was necessary to completely
read a primary study when there were doubts after applying some in-
clusion/exclusion criteria. For this reason, researchers could decide
(always jointly) to automatically exclude that primary study if it was
not relevant to the review topic. It is important for these decisions to be
agreed by more than one researcher to avoid subjective decisions.
On the other hand, the second meeting (P6) was also the last phase
of the selection process. This meeting was carried out after performing
the fifth phase (P5), where all the researchers applied the «snowball»
technique on the semifinal primary studies. As mentioned above, these
semifinal primary studies are the output of P4. The second meeting also
enabled us to avoid subjective decisions when researchers apply the
«snowball» technique.
Moreover, regarding inclusion/exclusion criteria, the papers under
study had to meet some criteria such as: they had to be written in
English, published from 2013 to 2018 in either well-reputed journals,
such as the one indexed in JCR index (Journal Citation Reports) or in
proceedings of conferences categorized in CORE Conference Ranking
(in this case, consider only conferences with level A*, A and B within
this ranking were considered). Discussion, surveys, reviews or opinion
papers were excluded as well as abstract formats, duplicates and those




ACM "query": {acmdlTitle:("Software Process" "software project" "software product" "software development") AND acmdlTitle:("Simulation" "Simulate") AND
acmdlTitle:("Model" "Modeling" "Metamodel" "Language")}
"query": {recordAbstract:("Software Process" "software project" "software product" "software development") AND recordAbstract:("Simulation" "Simulate") AND
recordAbstract:("Model" "Modeling" "Metamodel" "Language")}
"query": {keywords.author.keyword:("Software Process" "software project" "software product" "software development") AND keywords.author.keyword:
("Simulation" "Simulate") AND keywords.author.keyword:("Model" "Modeling" "Metamodel" "Language"}
IEEE explore ((("Document Title":"software process") OR ("Document Title":"software project") OR ("Document Title":"software product") OR ("Document Title":"software
development")) AND (("Document Title":"simulation") OR ("Document Title":"simulate")) AND (("Document Title":"model") OR ("Document Title":"modeling")
OR ("Document Title":"metamodel") OR ("Document Title":"language")))
((("Abstract":"software process") OR ("Abstract":"software project") OR ("Abstract":"software product") OR ("Abstract":"software development")) AND
(("Abstract":"simulation") OR ("Abstract":"simulate")) AND (("Abstract":"model") OR ("Abstract":"modeling") OR ("Abstract":"metamodel") OR
("Abstract":"language")))
((("Author Keywords":"software process") OR ("Author Keywords":"software project") OR ("Author Keywords":"software product") OR ("Author
Keywords":"software development")) AND (("Author Keywords":"simulation") OR ("Author Keywords":"simulate")) AND (("Author Keywords":"model") OR
("Author Keywords":"modeling") OR ("Author Keywords":"metamodel") OR ("Author Keywords":"language")))
Science direct Title, abstract, keywords: ("software process" OR "software project" OR "software product" OR "software development") AND ("simulation" OR "simulate") AND
("model" OR "modeling" OR "metamodel" OR "language")
Springer link "software process" AND ("simulation" OR "simulate") AND ("model" OR "modeling" OR "metamodel" OR "language")
"software project" AND ("simulation" OR "simulate") AND ("modenl" OR "modeling" OR "metamodel" OR "language")
"software product" AND ("simulation" OR "simulate") AND ("model" OR "modeling" OR "metamodel" OR "language")
"software development" AND ("simulation" OR "simulate") AND ("model" OR "modeling" OR "metamodel" OR "language")
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the criteria that was defined in the review protocol. These criteria have
been grouped according to the phase of the selection process in which
the criterion is applied.
4.3.3. Quality questions
A questionnaire was proposed to objectively assess the quality of
each paper under study. This questionnaire is going to be filled in for
each selected paper in the conducting section. Each question has three
possible answers to be selected: «Yes», «No» or «Partially». The quality
questionnaire that was applied in this systematic review is shown in
Table 6. The cumulative score for each criterion will make up the final
quality score for the study in question. These scores are not used to
exclude papers from the SLR, but they will make it possible to de-
termine which studies are the most relevant and representative for
consideration in future research.
4.3.4. Data schema
The information contained in each paper can be very varied and
analyzing this information could be a tedious task. In this context, a
data collection schema was defined (Table 7) to facilitate this task. At
the beginning, this scheme is completed by all researchers after ana-
lyzing each paper under study. Once the initial version of the scheme
has been completed, all researchers have discussed and analyzed each
dubious issue. The result is the final data collection scheme.
4.3.5. Verifying the adequacy of our review protocol
As Kitchenham et al. recommends [25], the systematic review
protocol should be reviewed to refine it and adequately achieve the
objectives of the SLR. In this context, before formally executing the
search strategy, random searches were carried out to refine and adjust
the keywords; search chains and exclusion criteria. The protocol was
also reviewed by a Full professor in Software Engineering at University
of Seville (Spain) who is expert in SLR. Her observations led to some
revisions to the protocol.
5. Conducting and quality results
Once the review protocol has been approved by all researchers, our
review is carried out. For this purpose, firstly, the result of the selection
process and data extraction are presented in Section 5.1. Also, a sta-
tistical study is performed. Later, Section 5.2 shows results after ap-
plying the quality questionnaire (Table 6) on each selected primary
study.
5.1. Data extraction and selection of primary studies
As mentioned above, some scientific databases have limitations to
apply complex search queries. This situation has made it necessary to
design several specific search queries in each database. For instance,
three queries in ACM digital library was executed (i.e., ACM1, ACM2
and ACM 3 as Table 3 shows) because the advanced search engine of
this digital library does not allow indicating complex search expres-
sions. Once executed these queries, their outcomes have been ma-
nipulated by the leader researcher to exclude duplicated primary stu-
dies. In addition, some phases of the selection protocol of candidate
studies have been executed in several stages. This decision has been
important for the execution of the revision protocol because it allows
visualizing which is the result of the application of main exclusion
criteria in each stage.
Fig. 2 summarizes the volume of primary studies that were obtained
after applying each selection process and inclusion/exclusion criteria.
In addition, Fig. 3 allows to visualize what the evolution of the search
protocol has been along three main milestones.
On the one hand, 41,520 candidate primary studies in total have
been found after completing the first phase (P1) of the selection process
(Table 4) as Fig. 2 shows. These candidate studies have been obtained
by executing the search queries shown in Table 3 on each digital li-
brary. Later, the second phase (P2) is conducted and 8070 papers are
resulted from all digital libraries. In this phase, exclusion criteria such
as publication date after 2013, papers framed into «Computer Science»,
«Engineering and «Business and Management» disciplines, etc., are
applied by the leading researcher. The second phase (P2) is considered
the first main milestone of the search protocol. This first milestone is
related to the first series of data in Fig. 2. This series shows papers that
are retrieved from all search engine after executing each query.
On the other hand, the third phase (P3) of the protocol has been
executed in three stages (as Fig. 2 shows) due to the large volume of
studies found and analyzed. As mentioned before, this choice allows
Table 4
Phases of the study selection.
Phase Description Participants
P1 Selection of primary studies based on automatic search in titles, abstracts and keywords. Principal researcher
P2 Exclusion of primary studies based on publication date and research disciplines. Principal researcher
P3 Exclusion of primary studies based on titles, abstracts and keywords as well as duplicated. All researches
P4 Consensus meeting. All researches
P5 Application of «snowball» technique to include primary studies based on full text. All researches
P6 Consensus meeting. All researches
Table 5
Exclusion and inclusion criteria per phase.
Phase Exclusion and inclusion criteria
P1 In this phase, the automatic search in each scientific database is carried out. Therefore, the inclusion criteria are that papers must contain the search query (as shown in
Table 3).
P2 Only English; Full text obtained; Publication date after 2013; Papers framed into «Computer Science», «Engineering and «Business and Management» disciplines (as well
as «Software Engineering», «Management of Computing and Information Systems», «Simulation and Modeling», «IT in Business» and «Information Systems Applications»
subdisciplines) are included.
P3 In this phase, duplicated, survey, comparative study, review, discussion, tutorial, panel or opinion papers as well as abstract formats are excluded. In addition, papers
that are not related to SPSM and papers with the following scope will also be excluded of this study: papers whose objective is to apply methods or procedures of SE to
improve the definition or testing of simulation models, without providing specific applications in the context of SE.
P4 In this phase (1st meeting) no new exclusion/inclusion criteria are applied, but relevant papers to the SPSM problem are included.
P5 As mentioned above, this phase aims to apply the «snowball» technique. In this sense, it is necessary to re-apply criteria such as: Publication date after 2013; Only
English; Full text obtained.
P6 In this phase (2nd meeting) no new exclusion/inclusion criteria are applied, but it is important to exclude duplicated papers.
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visualizing results after applying the exclusion criteria step-by-step in
P3. Firstly, 2807 duplicate candidate primary studies have been
eliminated in stage P3.1. Indeed, P3.1 corresponds to the second major
milestone in the search protocol. Fig. 3 represents this milestone as the
second series of data and means the number of research papers that
have been picked up from all search engine after deleting duplicated
papers between digital libraries. Secondly, SLRs, opinion papers, com-
parative studies, SMSs, survey, etc., are also removed in P3.2. Later, the
third stage (P3.3) aims to delete studies which are not related to SPSM.
Then, 82 candidate primary studies are returned after executing the
phase P3 of the selection protocol.
However, some researchers had doubts about the relationship of
some of these candidate studies with the SPSM topic. In this sense, 49
studies are eliminated in the fourth phase (P4) after solving all doubts
or discrepancies found by us. The result of this phase is 33 candidate
studies as Fig. 2 shows. This phase is considered the third milestone of
the search protocol and is represented in Fig. 3 as the papers that are
finally included in our review after applying the inclusion criteria.
Once fourth phase is completed, the «snowball» technique is applied
on semifinal primary studies during P5 and P6. After carrying out both
phases, 3 new studies are included in the review. Finally, it resulted 36
primary studies to be analyzed.
Moreover, Fig. 4 presents two data series. The first one shows the
distribution of primary studies (finally included in our SLR and re-
turned from each digital library) divided by the number of primary
studies selected from all digital libraries. It is possible to observe that
SpringerLink provides more than 33% of primary studies. The second
serie of Fig. 4 shows the distribution of primary studies (finally included
in our analysis and returned from each digital library) divided by all
different primary studies returned from the same digital library. This
series of data shows that majority of digital libraries contain approxi-
mately 10% of primary studies. It is important to mention that we have
considered (in Figs. 4 and 5) primary studies found is several digital
libraries to decriminalize all digital libraries.
Finally, the selection process has been conducted across the six
phases previously presented, whereby the number of primary studies
decreased. Fig. 5 and Table 8 show the distribution of primary studies
that have been excluded and included in each phase. It is important to
remember that the fifth and sixth phases of the selection process study
are related to the application of the «snowball» technique. Therefore,
the result of these phases must be accumulated to the result of the
fourth phase to obtain the number of studies that are finally included in
this review. Finally, it could be relevant to mention that the primary
studies included in the review are referenced in the last section of this
paper but excluded studies have not been referenced due to space
constraints.
5.2. Quality evaluation
The studies included in this SLR have been evaluated considering
the questionnaire shows in Table 6 (Section 4.3.3). This questionnaire
aims to objectively measure the degree of representativeness of each
study what could help getting relevant conclusions. Once each quality
questions are answered, the results will be discussed in order to identify
the coverage degree of each question.
Fig. 6 shows the coverage of each quality question for the studies
included. On the one hand, observing Fig. 6, most of research papers
under study are not evolution of another proposal but are original
proposals. This statement has been obtained after observing the cov-
erage of more than 82 % of the answer «No» of QA2. On the other hand,
it is also interesting to note that most articles studied only briefly
mention some line of future work, but clear directions are not provided.
This statement has been obtained after observing the coverage of more
than 53 % of the answer «Partially» of QA3. Finally, a relevant handicap
was detected in the description of the proposals under study. Specifi-
cally, 50% of the proposals are not compared with other related works
(i.e., similar proposals) adequately or related works are not presented in
the article. This conclusion is obtained after observing the percentage of
«Partially» or «No» answers of QA1.
5.3. Threats in the validation
There are threats in the validation process of this work, because the
search and processing tasks have been carried out by people. The se-
lection of papers, as well as data extraction, may be inaccurate and
errors in the process of classification may exist, due to the human
factor. However, to minimize these risks, the process has been per-
formed by subsequent reviews that confirm that the entire process has
Table 6
Quality questionnaire.
Code Quality question Answers
QA1 Does the proposal under study present related works? Yes, it does (+1). The proposal compares previous related works in SPSM; Partially (+ 0,5). The
proposal only mentions few previous related works and it does not establish a clear background for the
topic; No, it doesn't (+0). Related works are not mentioned.
QA2 Is the proposal under study an evolution of another proposal
and does it explain or justify this evolution?
Yes, it does (+ 0,75). The proposal is evolution of another proposal and it explains which its starting
point is and why; Partially (+ 0,5); The proposal under study mentions on its origin proposal, but it
does not explain why it has been proposed; No, it doesn't (+1). The proposal under study is not an
evolution of any other proposal, i.e., it is a new proposal.
QA3 Does the proposal under study propose concrete lines of future
research?
Yes, it does (+1). It shows continuous research of its investigation; Partially (+ 0,5). The proposal




Kind of publication This information refers to research event (journal, conference or workshop) where the SPSM approach has been published.
Date publication This information refers to the year of publication when the SPSM approach has been published.
Simulation paradigm It refers to the simulation paradigm on which the SPSM approach is based. In this sense, variety of simulation paradigm in the literature are
identified: Hybrid Simulation (HS), State-Based Simulation (SBS), Queuing models (QM), Discrete-Event Simulation (DES), System Dynamics (SD),
Agent-Based Simulation (ABS), Petri-Net Models (PNM), Simulation-Based Teaching (SBT), and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) [34].
Description and motivation This information refers to a brief description of each proposal under study and the motivation associated with its publication.
Simulation input parameters It means the kind of input parameters which are going to be applied to evaluate and simulate the software process.
Nature and KA This information refers to the nature and the KA within SE where each SPSM approach is framed. The possible values that these properties can take
are defined in Table 1 (RQ4).
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been developed under the established criteria.
On the one hand, despite being an exhaustive process, it is im-
possible to guarantee a full coverage of every work published about a
particular topic, and there may be papers not indexed or grey literature
not included in this research. On the other hand, a study by Schmucker
et al. [35] states that in very few occasions this type of publications has
relevance in the final results of the systematic reviews. For this purpose,
the search terms were used in 4 online libraries databases for this
research. The scope of these journals databases covers a wide range of
topics. These databases provide coverage large enough to achieve rea-
sonable reliability for the field on which this study has been focused.
To achieve an objective miscellany process, the research questions
have been defined before the choice, and the primary studies selection
has been lined in a series of stages involving all authors applying rules
defined in the review protocol.
Fig. 2. Results during selection process.
Fig. 3. Studies retrieved through search engines.
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6. Analysis, open issues and discussion
In this section, each research question of our systematic review is
answered and discussed in detail to detect the weaknesses of each
primary study.
6.1. RQ1. «What are the objectives and motivations studied in the SPSM
proposals that have been published over the last five years?»
Table 9 presents a structured description of each proposal under
study (Primary studies). This description is based on the characteriza-
tion scheme presented in Table 9, which also shows the quality mea-
surement scores for each primary study after applying of all quality
criteria on to each paper (as mentioned in Section 4.3.3). It is important
to mention that this quality measurement has not been used to reduce
the number of papers, but rather to identify the most important ones for
future research.
6.2. RQ2. «What have been the most used simulation paradigms (or
combination of paradigms) as basis to define SPSM proposals on the last 5
years?»
Regarding this research question and considering Table 9, it was
noticed that Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) and Discrete-Event Simu-
lation (DES) are most used simulation paradigms. Fig. 7 shows most
primary studies of the last five years are based on the DES paradigm (28
%) followed by the ABS paradigm (25 %), what means that both are
equally the most widely used simulation paradigms in SPSM. On the
opposite side, some simulation paradigms have been little used (QM,
SBS, MCS; 3%) to define SPSM proposals in the last five years.
After analyzing these results, it could be interesting to mention a
fact that was obtained. The Hybrid Simulation (HS) paradigm has been
a paradigm widely used in past years [17,20] (the combination of SD
and DES was the most common in HS). However, after executing this
SLR, it has been detected that the HS paradigm has suffered a decre-
ment. As Fig. 7 shows, only 2 studies based on HS and combining «DES,
ABS, SD» paradigms [36] and «ABS, SD» paradigms [39], respectively,
have been found. These two studies represent 6% of the total papers
analyzed.
Finally, another interesting conclusion could be obtained from the
study. Fig. 8 shows how many times the most used paradigms (DES, HS,
Fig. 4. Distribution of primary studies from digital libraries regarding the total of primary studies.
Fig. 5. Distribution of deleted and included primary studies per phase.
Table 8
Distribution of excluded and included primary studies per phase.







Fig. 6. Distribution of primary studies according to results of the quality
questionnaire.
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SD, ABS) have been applied to define SPSM proposals since 1998. The
present review is focused on studying papers published between 2013
and 2019, so the previous data (between 1988 and 2012) have been
obtained from the review published by Ali, Petersen and Wohlin [22].
SD and DES paradigms were the most used paradigm in SPSM proposals
published between 1988 and 2012, according to conclusions obtained
by Ali et al. However, an interesting finding of this study is that ABS
and SD paradigm is increasing and decreasing, respectively, its trend
among SPSM proposals in the last five years. Regarding DES paradigm,
it seems that it is strengthening its position among research community
in recent years.
6.3. RQ3. «What decisions does the simulation model help to make?»
After considering all primary studies, it has been possible to identify
an important variety of reasons to carry out simulations on software
process models. The main reasons are related to the improvement in
decision-making during the operational management of these pro-
cesses. In fact, an important conclusion we have obtained is that the
application of simulation techniques facilitates project management.
This conclusion has been reached after studying each primary study.
Most of these studies are focused on monitoring process performance
and comparing it with planned values during simulation. Table 10
presents a summary of all decisions that simulation usually helps to
make.
6.4. RQ4. «What is the KA of SE where each SPSM proposal is framed?
What is its nature of each proposal?»
Regarding this research question and considering the information
showed in Table 9, very interesting information for this systematic
literature review has been able to extract.
On the one hand, it was noticed that «Software quality» and
«Software engineering management» are the most KAs in Software
Engineering where SPSM proposals are framed. Fig. 9 shows the dis-
tribution of primary studies per knowledge area. It is important to re-
member that these KAs are standardized by ISO/IEC 19759:2015 as
mentioned in Section 4.1 and Table 1. In addition, most primary studies
of last five years are framed on «Software engineering management»
(44 %; i.e., 16 primary studies) and «Software quality» (25 %, i.e., 9
primary studies), what means that both are equally the most KAs where
SPSM are applied. On the opposite side, some KAs have been little (e.g.,
«Software maintenance» and «Software requirements» with 3% (i.e., 1
primary study) or «Software engineering process» with 3% (1 primary
studies), among others, or not considered (e.g., «Engineering founda-
tions», «Software engineering professional practice», among others) to
define SPSM proposals in the last five years.
Once each SPMS proposal is categorized, it is possible to establish a
discussion to identify limitations and open issues after analyzing each
primary study:
(1) Regarding «software engineering management» area, SPSM proposals
are focused on team performance [39,58], project management
[42,51,60,62,65,66,68], resource management [45,47,61,63], plan-
ning management [41] or risk management [36,52].
On the one hand, team performance is evaluated to reduce blocking
on software projects. For this purpose, the Alshammri's simulation
model [39] evaluates mainly human factors (such as, individual per-
formance, stress, attitude, etc.), but does not relate those factors to
organization process, job tasks, team interaction and individual beha-
vior; whereas Tregubov and Lane [58] propose a simulation model to
estimate the performance of their Kanban-based scheduling system. It
allows to coordinate work queues and know work in progress, limited
work in progress, and identification of issues causing blocked work.
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requires calibration using data from real software projects.
On the other hand, project management is the topic most considered
by the research community in this knowledge area. Nassal [42] focuses
on games and simulation models to teach how to manage software
projects, but this agent-based simulation model does not consider agent
behavior, emotions, cognition, and social status, among other aspects.
The Cohen's simulation model [51] and Ahlbrecht et al. [60] allows
training in management skills and predicting behavior of software de-
velopment projects considering adjustable parameters (costs, resources,
activities, etc.), but theses model are prototypes that need to be im-
proved its support to improve decision making in real software projects.
In addition, it has been possible to identify a couple of primary studies
related to the application of agile methodologies in the management of
software projects. Firstly, Hurtado et al. [62] proposes a simulation
model (on software projects that use XP) to evaluate parameters of
work teams (expertise, number of team members, salary, number of
tasks, estimated duration, etc.), but this proposal does not consider
other aspects such as costs, overload of tasks, skills, etc. This handicap
is partially covered by Alexandros’ proposal [65] which focuses on the
evaluation of XP and Scrum to decide which is the most appropriate
methodology to be applied in collaborative software project in terms of
resources, planning and costs. Moreover, we have located a primary
study related to service management and project management. Speci-
fically, Orta et al. [68] define a decision-making framework to sys-
tematically built and improve simulation models that solve real-world
organization problems. This proposal focuses on ITIL recommendations,
but it would be interesting to explore other ITSM (Information Tech-
nology Service Management) processes such as CMMI, ISO 9000 or
ISO/IEC 27000. Finally, it is also possible to find some work that relates
simulation models to the optimization of tasks in software projects.
Specifically, Rúbio et al. [66] proposes a simulation model (which is
implemented on their MAESTROS tool) to optimize the cost of software
projects and reduce rework on open source software development
project. This proposal has open issues related to risk management and
resource management.
Likewise, related to resource management, firstly, Gong's simulation
model [45] evaluates parameters to minimize the number of developers
and testers in software projects, but this proposal is a work-in-progress
proposal that needs to consider aspects such as transition between de-
velopers and testers, customer participation, pair programming and
rework. Saremi and Yang [47] propose a simulation model to evaluate
the performance of software developers in crowdsourcing software
projects. This simulation considers more than 20 variables (which are
associated with Software worker behavior in crowdsourcing platform,
task uploading behavior in platform and influence among software
workers and uploaded tasks), but it does not consider aspects such as
skills of workers or complexity of tasks. Kuchař and Vondrák [63]
presents a simulation model to evaluate the capacity and productivity
of software developers according to their skills, but these authors do not
consider aspects such as more capable workers make fewer errors and
their capability should influence the error rate of the activity. Mata-
longa et al. [61] proposes a simulation model to analyze the changes in
Fig. 7. Distribution of simulation paradigms applied in the studies included.
Fig. 8. Temporary trend of the most used SPSM paradigms.
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behavior when selecting either one of the above-training alternatives.
The purpose is to improve the resource management (work teams) of
software development projects and reduce the occurrence of defects in
software through the learning improvement on new technologies. This
model evaluates variables such as skills training and process training,
software defects, project non-conformances, and product size, among
others. However, it is possible to identify some limitations on how they
impact outdated technology skills impact quality during project ex-
ecution.
Moreover, on the topic of planning management within «software
engineering management» area, it has been possible to find Lunesu's
simulation model [41] which evaluates different input variables in
distributed software development projects. This model aims to help
project managers select the most suitable planning alternative con-
sidering throughput, total time, project size, and team size, among
other variables. However, this model only partially addresses the
(quantitative) relationship of these variables without considering as-
pects such as human factors. In addition, this model is only applicable
to cloud development projects.
Finally, our review has identified several proposals focused on risk
management from different points of view. Firstly, Uzzafer's simulation
model [52] evaluates parameters (such as cost, planning and resources)
to manage risks in software projects. However, this proposal does not
consider quality aspects and specifications in project management and
its risks. Secondly, Saremi [36] presents a simulation model to assess (in
terms of task, agent decisions, different available crowdsourced mar-
kets, quality and similarity of tasks, worker profile and worker skill) the
failure rate in crowdsourcing software development process, but this
proposal is a work-in-progress proposal without theoretical evidence of
this simulation model or validation in real projects.
(1) Regarding «software quality» area, SPSM proposals are focused on
quality of simulation models [37,50], quality of software projects
[38,43,56], security software [71] and error reduction [40,49,67].
On the one hand, several primary studies have been found that
address quality during the definition of simulation models. Firstly, Collins’
proposal [37] describes a tool that provides a visual representation of
the scheduling and execution of events in a discrete-event simulation.
This tool allows to improve the quality of simulation models and their
Table 10
Description of decisions that simulation usually helps to make.
Decisions that simulation usually helps to make Refs.
Risk of task failure in Software Development Process (SDP). [36]
Evaluate the execution and planning of events associated with SDPs. [37]
Commit behavior for different software developer types. [38]
Behavior of team members into software development process. [39]
Reduction of the risk of software projects with the identification of defects in SDP using, or not, software tests. [40,43,49,64,71]
Agile techniques to meet the requirements of stakeholders during the execution of software requirements engineering process [69]
Application of simulation models as support for software construction [70]
Distributed software development processes by the project and team size, number of artifacts, and project duration. [41]
Ergonomic and psychological factors to improve project management and the creation of software teams in software projects. [42]
Selection of policies for SDP which allow reducing carbon footprint. [44]
The impact of ratio between total of software developers and total of software testers on Kanban Software Development (KSD) process. [45]
Apply techniques to improve the training of engineers in software processes or reduce risk associated with decisions on software projects. [46,51,52,60]
Creation of crowdsourced software developer teams to reduce time-to-market of software production and improve successfully completion tasks. [47]
Minimizing rework and maximizing reliability in OSS project to determine the optimal version-updating moment. [48,66]
Identification of issues that affect the maintenance and evolution of software. The purpose is to predict the factors that cause these issues. [50,53]
Factors to improve decision making in the technology service management. [68]
Reduce the risk of carrying out modifications of software processes in knowledge-based companies. [54]
Identification the risk of implementing software processes in a distributed manner to reduce the cost. [55]
Identification of factors associated with usability evaluation team during software processes. [56]
Application of BPMN as source model to define DES model. [57]
Evaluation of the difficulty to capture current and relative status of software processes which evolves in Systems of Systems (SoS). [58]
Identifying the risk of low-quality descriptions in the definition of use cases to reduce defects and problems in later stages of SDP. [59]
Improving the productivity of software developers through the improvement of technology skills, human behavior and creativity. [61,63]
Identifying the most appropriate software development agile methodology. [62,65]
Efficiency of software process deployment in workflow systems. [67]
Fig. 9. Distribution of KAs in software engineering where SPSM proposals are framed.
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implementation, but currently it is an academic prototype that needs to
be integrated with simulation software tools and present reverse en-
gineering mechanisms to obtain the event model from an existing si-
mulation. Secondly, Honsel's proposal [50] tries to evaluate and predict
the quality of simulation parameters on software processes in terms of
system growth, bug trends and developer activity. Honsel also proposes
to use software techniques mining for fitting her agent-based simulation
model. However, this primary study is in early stages and provides
initial results of this research without theoretical evidence of this si-
mulation model or validation in real projects.
On the other hand, quality of software projects is the topic most
considered by the research community in this knowledge area. Firstly,
some authors propose a simulation model to monitor software quality
through different software project variables (effort, number of tasks,
errors found, developers) [38]. This simulation model has been defined
considering specific case studies in controlled environments, but it is
convenient to calibrate the model with well-maintained software pro-
jects and improve the introduction of bug in the model. Secondly,
Ghane [43] presents a simulation model (based on the Monte Carlo
technique) to apply Lean Six Sigma on agile software development
processes and improve software quality control and quality assurance
simulating future activities. For this purpose, the model evaluates input
variables such as time, resource, cost and scope, and uses such historical
data to model the error rate of activity estimated. However, it does not
consider other quality attributes to improve the prediction of the per-
formance of activities, such as, human factor, defect density per usage
time, defect handling efficiency, reported defects, customer satisfaction
and backlog performance, among others. Thirdly, Hurtado et al. [56]
propose the application of modeling and simulation techniques to help
decision-making in the usability evaluation process and evaluate the
quality on software user interfaces. This model evaluates effects of
different compositions of software tester teams would have on the
outcome of the evaluation (in terms of time, cost and number of pro-
blems found). A possible limitation of this proposal is its focus on the
evaluation process and could be applied to other processes of the us-
ability engineering lifecycle.
Moreover, security software is a subject valued through simulation
techniques. Specifically, Al-Shareefi et al. [71] describes a methodology
to analyze security software protocols using scenario-based simulations
as a method to assess quality. Authors use state machines as a method
to define these simulation scenarios. However, authors do not propose
any method to evaluate this methodology in practice, so it is not pos-
sible to verify the feasibility of the proposal.
Finally, error reduction is another relevant topic in «software
quality» area. On the one hand, De Sousa Coelho et al. [40] proposes a
simulation model to evaluate scenarios in the inspection of software
projects in terms of 10 input variables (such as technique, number of
inspectors, parallel equipment, etc.). However, the simulation model
establishes very little relationships between variables, so it is con-
venient to improve this aspect to obtain a more robust and complete
model. On the other hand, Honsel et al. [49] and Czopik et al. [67]
respectively propose a simulation model to reduce errors in tasks of
software process and analyze the evolution of software projects. The
first one is also based on analysis of bugs lifetime and developer ac-
tivity, mainly. The objective is to improve the quality of software de-
velopment projects, but it does not analyze the evolution of defects
during the software lifecycle nor consider other types of agents and
their skills.
(1) Regarding «software engineering models and methods» area, two pri-
mary studies are found [54,46]. On the one hand, Košinár and Štrba
[54] propose a method to define simulation models on software
processes, but it only considers a few input parameters (number of
tasks, developers, minimum/maximum estimated hours and typical
iteration duration considering Scrum) and does not consider ex-
ternal factors (such as, software skills, dependencies between tasks,
work overload, etc.) in simulations that could influence the soft-
ware product development. On the other hand, Peixoto et al. [46]
present a method to define simulation models and facilitate the
development of simulation games that allow students to acquire
skills in software development projects.
(2) Regarding «software engineering process» area, after executing our
review protocol, it has only been possible to locate the proposal of
García et al. [57]. This proposal defines a simulation metamodel
and transformation rules to obtain this metamodel from BPMN
models, but, at present, this proposal does not systematically con-
figure simulation parameters nor does it provide integration with
Business Process Management Suites.
(3) Regarding «software maintenance», the proposal of Mohammed Ali
et al. [53] has been found. These authors define a simulation model
to evaluate quantitively real-world aspects of software during
maintenance phases. However, it has some limitations. The main
one is that the attitude value of each participant in the model is
based on a generalization from expert opinion without refereeing a
particular development project.
(4) Regarding «software testing» area, two primary studies are found re-
lated to this knowledge area [48,64]. On the one hand, Lin and Li
[48] propose a rate-based queueing simulation model to analyze
testing and debugging processes of lifecycle software (specifically,
open source software projects). The main limitation of this proposal
is that it is dependent on the configuration of the input parameters.
It would be convenient to adapt the conditions to improve the
predictions of the authors’ model. On other hand, Lipka et al. [64]
describes a simulation model that allows testing of third-party
software components of component-based software applications to
ensure the integrity of the host software system. Currently, this test
is carried out in isolation for each software component and it would
be convenient to improve the situation in an orchestrated way (time
handling, network communication, etc.), between components.
(5) Regarding «software construction» area, several primary studies are
found. Firstly, Karunakaran and Rao [44] defines a simulation
model based on the evaluation of some variables (skill level of
employees, software complexity and PC computing capacity) to
reduce carbon footprint during the execution of software develop-
ment processes. The application of these variables is not quantita-
tive and could be improved through metrics based on function
points, software architecture, CPU cache management, etc. Sec-
ondly, The Lunesu's simulation model [55] is oriented to the dis-
tributed software development. This model analyzes different input
parameters (throughputs, total time, project size, team size and
work-in-progress tasks) and their impact on projects performed in
the Cloud. However, this model is only applicable on “pure” Scrum
and Kanban processes. It would also be interesting to include other
quantitative parameters such as number and list of issues, estimated
time and time spent for resolving issues, priority of issues, etc.).
Finally, Bañares and Colom [70] proposes the process to specify a
simulation engine based on discrete event system. The process is
also based on Transitions of Petri Nets and shown that in a cen-
tralized environment Transitions is better than other simulation
techniques when the number of processes grows above a threshold.
(6) Regarding «software requirements», two primary studies are found
related to this knowledge area which could also be framed in
«software quality» area. Firstly, authors present a simulation model
to evaluate the quality of the definition of use cases [59]. Currently,
this proposal simulates use case based on descriptions in isolation in
a controlled environment. A promising future line could be related
to the integration of this simulation model with some requirement
specification methodology and other requirement types. Secondly,
Wysocki and Orłowski [69] propose a scrum-based methodology
using multi-agent simulation system to meet the requirements of
stakeholders. Authors have also implemented multi-agent modeling
to extract meta-data, but these models have only been tested in
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academic settings and in small projects, so it is not possible to verify
the feasibility of the proposal.
On the other hand, it was noticed that the nature of most of the
SPSM proposals is Theoretical Model (TM) (58 %) followed by
Academic Prototype (AP) (39 %). On the opposite side, the applications
of SPSM in the industrial domain during the last 5 years have been
scarce (Application in Industry (AI); 3%). Fig. 10 shows the distribution
of studies per nature.
6.5. RQ5. «What scientific validation methods have been used in different
proposals?»
After analyzing the primary studies shown in Table 9, it is possible
to observe more than half of the papers (i.e., 63,89 %) use some type of
scientific validation. Table 11 shows in detail the distribution of pri-
mary studies and evaluation methods (experiment, case studies, proof-
of-concept) used to validate each proposal. It is possible to observe that
11, 8 and 4 primary studies carry out their evaluation by means of
experiments, case studies or proof of concept, respectively.
The most commonly used methods are experiments and case stu-
dies. However, something similar happens when we have analyzed the
types of proposals. Specifically, it is seen that the term case study is
used when it is really being referred to as application experiences or
applications in practice in projects (although this is something that also
happens in other fields of software engineering). Anyway, we have
observed that no papers have a comprehensive validation plan or pro-
tocol that allows the systematic execution of the proposal in practice.
This situation hinders the reproducibility of these validations, but it
should be solved if a rigorous and correct evaluation is explained and
carried out to verify the contribution and the suitability of each primary
study.
7. Conclusion and future works
Defining software process models is a mechanism that allows ab-
stract representations of procedures, methodologies, or set of steps in
any topic of software engineering. However, the implementation of
these process models in real environments can become costly and
complex tasks due to characteristics of software processes [8]. In this
context, it is very convenient to have mechanisms or techniques to
verify and validate software process models before these ones are de-
ployed into production environments. The goal is to minimize costs
later and improve decision-making. One of the well-known techniques
for achieving this goal is to use simulation techniques on software
processes. This topic has been very studied and reviewed over last
decades in the research literature. However, regarding systematic re-
views, although different papers have been published in the last decade,
they are not current nor categorize each SPSM proposals according to
their nature or knowledge area within software engineering.
This paper aims to fill this gap by carrying out a systematic review
to know the state-of-the-art in this area since 2013 to 2019 and identify
opportunities for new research works. It identifies 36 primary studies
considering objective quality criteria to measure the quality of each
primary study and determinate evolution and representativeness levels
of each study. In this context, it was concluded that most of research
papers are original proposals (i.e., they are not evolution of another).
After analyzing these primary studies, it has been possible to iden-
tify that DES and ABS are the most used simulation paradigms. On the
opposite side, some simulation paradigms have been nothing (e.g., SBS)
or little used (e.g., QM, MCS) to define SPSM proposals in the last five
years. In addition, we have also identified a trend change. The HS
paradigm has been a paradigm widely used in past years according to
[20,17], but after executing our SLR, we have detected that HS para-
digm has suffered a decrement. This conclusion can be confirmed if our
results are compared with other reviews. Especially, SD and DES
paradigms were the most used paradigm in SPSM proposals published
between 1988 and 2012, according to conclusions obtained in [22].
However, an interesting finding of this study is that ABS and SD para-
digm is increasing and decreasing, respectively, its trend among SPSM
proposals in the last five years. Regarding DES paradigm, it seems that
it is strengthening its position among research community in recent
years.
Moreover, after executing our SLR, some conclusions have been also
obtained related to the nature and knowledge area. Regarding nature, it
has been noticed that most of SPSM proposals are theoretical models or
academic prototypes. Some of these ones describe validations or
Fig. 10. Statistics associated with the classification by nature of each SPSM proposal.
Table 11




Primary Studies Total %
Experiment [40,48,53,55,56,58,61,63,64,66,68] 11 30,56
Case studies [38,41,49,50,51,52,57,62] 8 22,22
Proof-of-concept [44,47,54,59] 4 11,11
No evaluation [36,37,39,42,43,45,46,60,65,67,69,70,71] 13 36,11
Total 36
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applications on controlled case studies or proof-of-concepts (see
Table 11), but applications of SPSM in software industrial contexts are
missing today [35]. It has not been possible to locate research papers
where simulation models have been applied in real business contexts
related to software engineering. Regarding knowledge area where each
primary study is framed, it is noticed that «software engineering man-
agement» and «software quality» are most knowledge area in software
engineering where SPSM proposals are mainly framed [72,73] whereas
knowledge areas related to «software maintenance», «software re-
quirements» and «software engineering models and methods» are the
least ones researched. The previous section categorizes and discusses
each SPMS proposal according to its area of knowledge.
In addition, we have observed more than half of papers use some
type of scientific validation methods (mainly, experiments and case
studies). However, we have identified that the «case study» term is
erroneously used because it is really being referred to application ex-
periences or applications in practice in projects. Comprehensive vali-
dation plan or protocol are missing. This situation makes the reprodu-
cibility of these validations difficult. Therefore, it is necessary to
promote greater compliance with formal guidelines by the scientific
community when its members publish contributions and results on a
specific topic in an area of research. This compliance should be a
commitment and inherent requirement of any quality scientific pro-
duction.
Finally, once completed this review, we plan to explore a research
line that could be interesting. We refer to investigate the possibilities
offered by model-driven engineering paradigm to facilitate the in-
tegration, definition and management of simulation models in the BPM
context in practical environments. The use of this paradigm has ob-
tained satisfactory results in other areas [72–75] and it could be in-
teresting its application is our future objective.
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